formation by neurons and is active during development in brain regions thought to be altered in Tourette syndrome and other conditions, including obsessive compulsive disorder. New research also links developmental genes to dyslexia, identifying three genes-KIAA0319, DCDC2, and ROBO1-that may cause faulty wiring in neural circuits involved in reading.
Much of the new work suggests that genetic miscues, rather than causing neuropsychiatric disorders outright, alter brain biology in the womb in a way that predisposes us to problems later in life. A better understanding of how this happens may help reduce the risks.
When researchers announced in June that they had detected isotopic differences between earthly and extraterrestrial rocks, geochemists had to scrap their long-standing view of how Earth formed and evolved. They no longer believe that thoroughly mixed dust and ice agglomerated 4.5 billion years ago to form an Earth that has remained more or less mixed ever since. Something more interesting must have happened.
Key to the cosmochemical revolution was new technology. In the early 1980s, researchers 
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Flawed circuits? Many brain disorders are linked to genes affecting development.
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